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ABSTRACT
A coding scheme specifically designed for animation im-
ages is proposed. Taking characteristics of animation im-
ages into account, lines and homogeneous color regions are
extracted from animation images. Lines and contours of the
homogeneous color regions are approximated by straight-
line and spline functions. We found that smoothing oper-
ations are effective to extract homogeneous regions from
background images. Connected Filter is used for smooth-
ing operation while keeping edges of the original image
correctly. Precise approximation of the contours is also re-
quired. For this purpose, we propose to use Dynamic Pro-
gramming with a feedback algorithm. As a result, an an-
imation image can be represented by two layers; signifi-
cant points as a base layer, and DCT blocks for an addi-
tional layer. For compensation scheme to the loss caused by
smoothing operation, DCT is applied to the difference be-
tween the original images and lines and homogeneous color
regions images. High-quality images can be obtained by
adding this differential data to the approximated images.

1. INTRODUCTION

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) based coding, such as
MPEG and JPEG, has been widely used for image compres-
sion. However, DCT-based approach may not be suitable
for every kind of images. Some sort of images are often en-
coded efficiently by taking characteristics of the image con-
tent into account (Content-oriented Coding Scheme). As an
example of this, we have been studying animation image
coding.

Natural images mostly have smooth fluctuations in lu-
minance, thus powers of DCT coefficient concentrate at low
frequencies. On the other hand, animation images have
many impulsive changes in luminance especially around line
drawings, and for this, powers of DCT coefficient disperse
from low to high frequencies. This effect makes coding ef-
ficiency worse in a DCT-based image coding, especially by
causing many mosquito noises near edges.

Therefore, we have been proposing a coding scheme
specifically designed for animation images [1]. Animation
images are constructed from three components, such as (1)
line drawings, (2) homogeneous color regions and (3) back-
ground regions (Fig.1). Line drawings, which an animation
cartoonist creates, are usually black and serve as contour
lines of homogeneous color regions. Homogeneous color
regions can be defined as an area where pixel values of lu-
minance and chrominance are almost the same. These re-
gions can be seen on a cartoon character’s face for example.

Background regions are similar to natural images since they
usually have many colors and details without obvious edges.
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Figure 1: Three components of an animation image

In the method that we propose in this paper, first, line
drawings and homogeneous color regions are extracted from
an animation images. Then, all lines and contours of ho-
mogeneous color regions are approximated by some signif-
icant points. An advantage of this coding scheme is that
it achieves high compression ratio by allowing some dis-
tortion of lines and edges. Computational complexity re-
quired for decoding process can be decreased, since only a
few points are enough to represent lines. Furthermore, the
size of the decoded images can be changed in any resolution
by a number same as that of significant points. However, an
encoder is estimated as 100 times more complex compared
to that of DCT-based approach while a decoder has almost
the same order.

2. ANIMATION IMAGE CODING SCHEME

Animation images are coded in two layers; base layer and
additional layer. Fig.2 illustrates the flowchart of an anima-
tion image coding. Most animation images include many
homogeneous color regions. Therefore, we represent ani-
mation images with lines and homogeneous color regions
as a base layer image, which is constructed from only the
significant points extracted from line image and region im-
age. First, line drawings are extracted from an original ani-
mation image by using combinations of spatial filters. Next,
homogeneous color regions in the original animation image
are identified, and then the representative color and the con-
tour lines are obtained. Detected lines, line drawings and



contour lines of homogeneous color regions, are traced to
find significant points along the lines. These points are used
to approximate the original lines by spline curves.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of animation image coding

The extraction of a base layer has two issues to be solved.
Firstly, in the animation image coding [1], background re-
gions, which were defined as not back ground regions nor
line drawing in an animation images, were coded by DCT
since they are close to natural images. A homogeneous
color region is detected by region-growing algorithm [2].
However, it fails in some cases because of the mixture of the
homogeneous and the background regions. Thus, it is nec-
essary to improve such extraction process. We propose to
introduce a joint method of smoothing operator and region-
growing algorithm for this purpose. A flowchart of the pro-
posed animation image coding is shown in Fig.2.

Secondly, line approximation algorithm fitting for vari-
ous shapes to the contours is needed. Ramer algorithm [5]
has been used in the conventional approach. It is suitable
for straight-line approximation. Thus, significant points de-
termined by the Ramer algorithm are not always proper for
spline curve function. Therefore, Dynamic Programming
with feedback algorithm is developed.

As an additional layer, a compensation method to the re-
sult of smoothing and approximation operation is proposed,
and it enables to acquire a high quality coded image. DCT
is used for the difference between the original images and
the approximated images because luminance signals of the
difference contain smooth changes. In addition, each region
does not contain edges that are not suitable for DCT-based
coding. High-quality images can be obtained by adding this
differential data to approximated images that are created by
homogeneous color regions and line drawings.

2.1. Region Extraction with Smoothing Operator

We use smoothing operator and region-growing algorithm
jointly to extract homogeneous color regions from back-
ground regions. Smoothing operations by traditional lin-
ear filter loses edges in original images, that they are not
suitable for animation images with many edges. Connected
Filter [3], which is used in this method, is one of smooth-
ing filters for the simplification of images. Since this filter
keeps high frequency components unlike linear low-pass fil-
ters, the edges in the filtered image are kept. Fig.3 shows the

result of the smoothing by Connected Filter. Then, region-
growing algorithm extracts homogeneous color regions more
correctly than the conventional approach.

Fig.4 and Fig.5 show the process of the base layer cod-
ing. Fig.4(a) (“dog1”), which does not include background
regions, indicate that the edges in the image are kept in
spite of smoothing operation by Connected Filter. Fig.5(a)
(“dog2”) indicates that the homogeneous color regions are
extracted by region-growing algorithm from simplified back-
ground regions.
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Figure 3: The result of Connected Filter

(a) original image (b) smoothing result

(c) extraction of homoge-
neous region
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Figure 4: Extraction of the base layer for the image with no
background regions (”dog01”)

2.2. Dynamic Programming with feedback alogorithm

Dynamic Programming examines all points on the curve
since they may be chosen as significant points. It deter-



(a) original image (b) smoothing result

(c) extraction of homoge-
neous region

(d) base layer image
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Figure 5: Extraction of the base layer for the image includ-
ing complexity background regions (”dog02”)

mines a set of the significant points that minimize the total
error between original and approximated line. Although this
method requires high computational complexity, the opti-
mized approximation can be obtained.
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Figure 6: Estimation of the approximation error

There are two ways of estimating the total error in the
conventional study[5], [6]; by region error algorithm and by
minimizing the length error algorithm (Fig.6). The former
estimates an error area between an original line and an ap-
proximation line. The latter does a summation of a length
from points on an original line to the nearest points on an
approximation line. The equation in the latter algorithm en-
ables each approximation points to have a weigh based on
the characteristic of original lines (Eqn.(1)).

E =
1
l

∑

i=1

wi|Pi −Qi|2 (1)

where,E is an approximation error,l is the number of
contour points, andwi is the functional weight about point
i on an original line.Pi are the coordinates of pointi, and
Qj are the coordinates of pointj, which is the nearest from
point i. The set of significant points is calculated by the
following steps.

1. Choose several significant points at high curvature
points on original line.

2. Divide an original line into segments between signif-
icant points. The value ofE is estimated by normal-
ization of the length. Therefore, if the segment length
is too long, DP algorithm cannot acquire a precise ap-
proximation result.

3. Check the value ofE for each segment. If the error is
larger than a thresholdTe, try other set of significant
points in the segment.

4. Determine the points which minimizeE of each seg-
ment as the significant points.

There are various kinds of contours in animation im-
ages. Since DP algorithm requires the thresholdTe to deter-
mine the best set of significant points, we must set suitable
Te for each contours. If the threshold is too small, many
determined significant points concentrate at high curvature
points on an original line. On the contrary, a largeTe in-
creases the approximation error.

Therefore, we propose feedback algorithm to eliminate
the useless significant points. First, a sufficient smallTe is
set, and DP acquires enough significant points. Next, DP is
applied again to eliminate significant points that do not re-
duce approximation error. Fig.7 shows the result of DP with
and without feedback algorithm. Fig.7(a) illustrates the re-
lation between the number of significant points and approx-
imation error. DP with feedback algorithm enables more
precise approximation in spite of the small number of sig-
nificant points than that of conventional method (Fig.7(b)).

2.3. DCT Coding of Differential Image

We propose a compensational method to the result of smooth-
ing and approximation operation as an additional layer. First,
the difference between each approximated homogeneous color
region and the original image is calculated. It is divided into
8 × 8 pixel blocks and coded by DCT. Some DCT blocks
include edges when they locate on the contours of homo-
geneous color regions. To avoid mosquito noise caused by
DCT coding, dummy data is padded to pixels not existing
on homogeneous color regions (Fig.8).

Connected Filter is effective for not giving influence to
the homogeneous color regions. The differential value is
calculated at each point in the DCT block using Eqn.(2).
D is the sum ofD(i, j) of the block. A block on the back-
ground regions has a biggerD than that homogeneous color
regions because of the smoothing operation. Therefore, it is
effective to prioritize the processing order of block accord-
ing to theD value.

D(i, j) = Po(i, j)− Ph(i, j) (2)



without feedback algorithm with feedback algorithm
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significant points = 52
error value = 5.57

Th = 0.5
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(a) Approximation of a contour by DP algorithm
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(b) Approximation error

Figure 7: The result of DP with the feedback algorithm

D =
7∑

i=0

7∑

j=0

D(i, j) (3)

Fig.9 shows the effect of the additional layer. In the con-
ventional method, the regions that can not be extracted as
homogeneous color regions or line drawings were encoded
by DCT. The homogeneous color regions detected in failure
caused much error. On the contrary, the proposed method
enables to control the number of DCT blocks to code. The
result of Fig.9(b) shows that the additional layer is nec-
essary for animation images including complicated back-
ground regions. When noisy image is input, noise compo-
nent is once removed by Connected Filter, then it appeares

Figure 8: Padding dummy data

again in a differential image.
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Figure 9: The effect of the additional layer

3. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed the two-layer coding scheme de-
signed for animation images. On the base layer, an anima-
tion image can be encoded at low bit rate since line draw-
ings and contours of each homogeneous color region is ex-
pressed by significant points used for the approximation of
the contour line. DP with feedback algorithm enables pre-
cise approximation for the contours by a controllable num-
ber of significant points. The lost data caused by smoothing
operation is compensated by any number of DCT blocks on
the additional layer. This enables smaller coding error than
the conventional method. Currently, the proposed coding
scheme is only designed for still images. Thus, this scheme
can be used for the Intra frame coding of video coding.
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